Sarasvati-Sindhu Script Decipherment
as repository of economic prosperity of
Ancient India
http://tinyurl.com/lnj2uuz Sarasvati-Sindhu Script
The suggested decipherment framework covers both the Script and
Itihāsa of Bhāratam Janam.
https://youtu.be/m6LIiVflpGc (19:41) sindhu sarasvati script voice
annotations Decipherment of Sarasvati-Sindhu (Bharati) Script, a
presentation in 23 slides (19:41) with voice annotations. The
complementing monograph was presented in ICHR Annual Conference
(2017) on March 29, 2017 in 336 pages including thumbnail images of
about 5000 inscriptions.
Abstract
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script: Repository of Economic Prosperity in Ancient India
This paper narrates the economic history of the Indian nation (with its center in the
Sindhu-Sarasvati civilization) over the first millennium during which India enjoyed
the status of being the most prosperous nation of the world with 32% share of the
total world economy (Global GDP). The paper is developed with reference to the
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script Corpora which, I have argued elsewhere, constitute Bronze
Age metalwork catalogues. The paper will discuss in greater detail the following
points (reproduced in the corresponding ppt slides):
The rediscovery of the Sarasvati River using satellite imagery, archaeological
reports and ancient texts has been a multi-disciplinary milestone in knowledge
discovery about the antiquity of culture in Bharat. This rediscovery has been
followed up by identifying the people who lived on the banks of Sarasvati River in
over 2000 archaeological sites. A breakthrough discovery occurred thanks to the
work of students of Institute of Archaeology, Delhi in a site called 4MSR in Binjor
on the banks of River Sarasvati, near Anupgarh (about 7 kms, from the present
international border with Pakistan). This discovery is momentous and firmly
anchors the Harapap (or Sarasvati-Sindhu) civilization on Vedic culture. The
historic epoch-making discovery in April 2015, includes the finds of a Vedic firealtar with the signature tune of an octagonal yupa अष्टाश्री यप
ू , as described in

Vedic texts (Rigveda, Taittiriya Samhita, Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa) for a Soma
Samsthā, Soma Yāga. The finds also include a Harappa Script seal with inscription
describing a metalwork catalogue). The owner of the seal is deciphered from the
‘standard device, sangaḍa, ‘lathe, brazier or portable furnace’) as rebus: samgraha,
samgaha ‘arranger, manager’.
Following the octagonal Yupa found in Binjor dated to ca. 2500 BCE as a Mature
Harappan site (4MSR), 19 yupa inscriptions have been found in historical periods
in Rajasthan, Mathura, and East Borneo (Mulavarman) recording performanceof
Soma Samsthā Soma Yāga. This astonishing continuity of Vedic culture in
Sarasvati River Basin is a breakthrough in studies of History and Culture in
Ancient Bhārata.
Using data mining techniques and tantra yukti doctrine to document the matches
between hieroglyphs on Harappa Script inscriptions and the vocabulary of
Meluhha (Indian sprachbund). As a first step in delineating the Harappa language,
an Indian lexicon[(file://HP-PC/Users/HP/Google%20Drive/IndianLexicon.pdf )]
provides a resource, compiled semantically in clusters of over 1240 groups of
words/expressions from ancient Bhārata languages as a Proto-Indic substrate
dictionary. Decipherment of over 4000 inscriptions in Harappa Script as metalwork
catalogues results in the knowledge discovery about archaeo-metallurgical
contributions of Bhāratam Janam to Bronze Age Revolution along a Maritime Tin
Route from Hanoi (Vietnam) to Haia (Israel). The knowledge discovery also
covers the weltanschuaang of dharma-dhamma because the artisan and merchant
guilds treated their workplace of kole.l smithy/forge as kole.l ‘temple’. Octagonal
shaped Yupa provides the iconography framework for worship of Sivalinga with
octagonal Rudra bhāga. Find of five Sivalinga in Harappa link with Atharva Veda
Skambha Sukta (AV X.7,8) reinforcing the vedic ādhyatmika foundations of
Bhārata culture.
Slide One
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script: Repository of Economic Prosperity in Ancient India
S.Kalyanaraman; Sarasvati Research Centre; March 24, 2017
Slide Two
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script is a continuum of Vedic culture of wealth-creation through
the institution of yajña.

Slide Three-Four
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script is also a continuum of Bhāratiya Sprachbund i.e. a
commonwealth of languages spoken in India (including Austro-Asiatic languages)
where unique linguistic features and vocabularies were absorbed from one another
to give rise to the Sprachbund that facilitated economic cooperation leading to
prosperity. Indian Lexicon
Slide Five
Bhāratiya sprachbund remained active and contributed to the continuity of
economic prosperity over the first millennium because of the presence of mlecchita
vikalpa (cipher-writing code or system) that was regularly taught to youth who
were inducted in the family trade/business as part of the Varnashramadharma
model (see Vidyāsamuddeśa of Vātsyāyana).
Slide Six-Seven
Examples of mlecchita vikalpa (cipher-writing) as an art/science The writing
continued on Punch-marked coins of mints from 600 BCE
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script Corpora (made of over eight thousand glyphs based on
languages from the Sprachbund) constituted catalogues of metal works that acted
as engines of economic prosperity from the Bronze Age on until the end of first
millennium.
Slide Eight-Nine-Ten-Eleven
Bronze Age revolution occurred when Tin-Bronzes replaced the scarce arsenical
bronzes, 4th millennium BCE
Hypertexts read rebus from the toy chariot excavated from Daimabad is one
illustration of how the Sindhu-Sarasvati Script Corpora yields data for
extrapolating the continued presence of vigorous economic activity in ancient
India.
Slide Twelve-Thirteen-Fourteen
Maritime Tin Route linking Hanoi and Haifa, which preceded the Silk Road by
two millennia, was witness to a prosperous India.
Slide Fifteen-Sixteen
Dong Son (Vietnam)/Karen Bronze Drums with cire perdue tympanums signify
metalwork using Sindhu/Sarasvati Script hieroglyphs/hypertexts. Cultural traits

developed in the Sindhu-Sarasvati civilization had spread over most of South-EastAsia.
Slide Seventeen
People of ancient India (Bhāratamjanam) contributed to 32% of Global GDP from
1 CE on until the end of the first millennium according to Angus Maddison. This
was made possible thanks to the ‘artha niti’(work ethics and philosophy)
documented by Kautilya and others.
Slide Eighteen-Nineteen-Twenty
Domestication of crops like cotton, rice, millet, creation of śreṇis (guilds), i.e.,
institutions acting as corporate forms for wealth-creation that were consistent with
the Weltanschauung of dharma were other supporting factors of continued
economic prosperity (abhyudaya) during the first millennium in Bharata.
Slide Twenty-one
Sindhu-Sarasvati Script Corpora constitute Bronze Age metalwork catalogues
Slide Twenty-two-Twenty-three
Ātmā of Bhāratam Janam
The gesture of welcome and greeting (namaste), yogasana (yoga posture), parting
of hair, a variety of terracotta toys etc constitute metaphors of life principles and
life activities of the people of India (Bhāratam Janam) that continue from the Vedic
and Sindhu-Sarasvati times.
Thanks to Dr Shrinivas Tilak
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